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Introducing Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel, the ultimate document app that allows you to view all types of documents, including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF, and text files. Whether you're a student, a business professional, or just someone who needs to view documents on the go, Document Reader has got you covered!

ðŸ“šðŸ“ŠðŸ“�ðŸ“„ðŸ“‘

With Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel, you can easily view all of your documents in one convenient location. No more switching between different apps or struggling to find the right program to open your files. Simply open up Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel, and you'll be able to access all of your documents with just a few taps.

ðŸ¤©ðŸ‘Œ

One of the best things about Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel is its user-friendly interface. We've designed the app to be as easy to use as possible, so even if you're not tech-savvy, you'll be able to navigate the app with ease. You can quickly scroll through your documents, zoom in and out, and even search for specific keywords within your files.

ðŸ¤“ðŸ§�ðŸ”Ž

But that's not all - Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel also comes packed with a ton of other features that make it the go-to app for anyone who needs to view documents on their mobile device. Here are just a few of the things that set Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel apart from the competition:

ðŸ“Œ A File Viewer for All Documents
Â·          All office document reader including PDF, PowerPoint, Excel and Word file are managed and organized in the folder structure view.
Â·           With Word document reader, Excel reader, PowerPoint reader, Text reader and PDF reader for office mobile, you can view all documents in full screen even with large PPT slides. 
Â·          All documents are organized in one place in all document reader apps. 

ðŸ“ŒFile Reader for Office Excel, PowerPoint and Word documents
Â·          View all Excel, PowerPoint and Word office documents in high quality with this Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel app. 
Â·          Easy-to-use office word documents / all document reader app and viewer with multiple editing options. 
Â·          Any office word document in your mobile can be found using the simple search option.
 
ðŸ“ŒFile Reader for PDF files
Â·          With Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel, you can open and view PDF and word docs files.
Â·          Simple and easy to view and read PDF like word documents in slides view and word reader mode. 
Â·          As a Word reader, you can search, scroll, zoom in/out, and rename PDF files and word docs documents.
Â·          Share PDF or word documents and open them in file viewers in this word reader app. 
 
ðŸ“ŒWord Document Reader / All Document Reader for all formats
Â·          Word document: DOC, DOCX, Word
Â·          PDF files: PDF Reader and PDF Viewer
Â·          Office Excel: XLS, XLSX
Â·          PowerPoint: PPT and PPTX 
Â·          Txt file, word file format and zip files

ðŸ“Œ Fast loading times - We know that time is of the essence when it comes to viewing office documents, which is why we've optimized Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel for lightning-fast loading times. You'll be able to open up your office files in seconds, no matter how large they are.

ðŸ“Œ Secure and reliable - We understand that your documents are important to you, which is why we've taken steps to ensure that Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel is a secure and reliable app. You can trust us to keep your office files safe and secure.

ðŸ“Œ Customizable settings - We know that everyone has different preferences when it comes to how they view their office documents. That's why we've included a variety of customizable settings in Document Reader: Docs - PDF - Excel, so you can adjust things like font size, background color, and more.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesDevice or other IDs
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February 25, 2023
App has alot of ad's that just waste your time while you are trying to access important documents and uses up your data. ðŸ˜¡
5 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Tresor Tech
April 10, 2023

Thank you for your feedback on the ads in our application. We understand that they can be frustrating at times, and we are continuously working to improve the user experience. We appreciate your patience and hope you will continue using our app and give us 5 star to support the team :D
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August 17, 2022
Hated the experience, it kept on sending me to another App and another instead of just opening my documents.
7 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Tresor Tech
August 19, 2022

Dear User,
We apologize for this experience. We would need to speak with you to better understand the problem you encountered. Please contact us at samrahal34@gmail.com so we can help resolve this issue. Thank you.
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October 13, 2022
Helps you to better read on your phone I wish some phone have already a app like this. Because it a professional assistance
1 person found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


- Fix some bugs when Read Document
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